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Objectives

By the end of this session, students should recall the following:

• How the Supreme Court organizes its docket,

• How attitudinal factors influence the Court agenda along with
other political-strategic factors,

• How legal factors affect the docket, and

• How information asymmetries influence the Court’s agenda.
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Looking Back, Looking Forward

• By now you have a firm competency in the manner by which
judges take and leave the bench and, more importantly, how
central ideology is to their set of preferences, guiding their
behavior over votes on the merits.

• We will now walk through the entire Supreme Court
decision-making process and evaluate the political-legal
factors underscoring judicial politics every step of the way:

• Agenda-Setting
• Oral Arguments
• Deliberation
• Opinion Assignment, and
• Opinion Bargaining
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First things first. . .

• How does a case even make it onto the Court’s docket?

• What are the different routes?

• How much discretion does the Court have in structuring its
agenda?

• There are around 8,000 cases filed at SCOTUS each year.
Maybe 80 will be accepted for review. How does the Court
winnow the field?

• Remember, the Court is less a conference of attorneys so
much as 9 independent law firms.
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Agenda-Setting on the Court

• The paid and unpaid
dockets.

• The cert pool.

• The discuss list.

• The conference.

• The Rule of Four. SCOTUS Conference Room
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Strategy over Cert Voting

• What do justices prefer over
political and legal outcomes?

• How might they maneuver
themselves to achieve these
goals during the cert
process?
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Available Strategies to Justices

• Political: aggressive grants and
defensive denials; good vehicle;
strategic persuasion?

• Legal: Rule 10, case salience,
and lower court
non-compliance/disunity

• Collegiality: “join three”
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Players with Outsize Influence on Justices’ Cert Votes

• The tenth justice

• Repeat players

• Haves versus have-nots

SG Noel Francisco
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Success Rates on Cert Votes

Issue Grant % Deny %

Split Circuit 15.8 84.2
SG 99.9 0.01
Corporation 14.3 85.7
State 12.4 87.6
Union 10.2 89.8
Citizen 2.9 97.1

Table: Likelihood of case being granted cert (Source: Perry, 1993)
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Special Interests

• Amici urge SCOTUS either
to grant or deny a cert.
petition.

• Once SCOTUS grants
review, amici also attempt
to influence how the Court
rules.

• Why would the Court ever
listen, and to whom would
they listen?
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Success Rates on Certiorari

SG Present Circuit Split > 2 Amici Pr(Grant)

no no no 0.01
no yes no 0.33
no no yes 0.35
yes no no 0.37
no yes yes 0.88
yes no yes 0.96
yes yes no 0.97

Table: Likelihood of case being granted cert (Source: Caldeira and
Wright, 1988)
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Conclusion

• Ideology is an important factor in shaping the Court’s agenda.

• But there are some other important legal and institutional
issues at play.

• And justices are imperfectly informed. Outside actors can help
to fill this informational void.
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